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Abstract
Traditional cosmological hydrodynamics simulations fail to spatially resolve the circumgalatic medium

(CGM), the reservoir of tenuous gas surrounding a galaxy and extending to its virial radius. We introduce
the technique of Enhanced Halo Resolution (EHR), enabling more realistic physical modeling of the simulated
CGM by consistently forcing gas refinement to smaller scales throughout the virial halo of a simulated galaxy.
We investigate the effects of EHR in the TEMPEST simulations, a suite of ENZO-based cosmological zoom
simulations following the evolution of an L* galaxy, resolving spatial scales of 500 comoving pc out to 100
comoving kpc in galactocentric radius. Among its many effects, EHR (1) changes the thermal balance of the
CGM, increasing its cool gas content and decreasing its warm/hot gas content; (2) preserves cool gas structures
for longer periods; and (3) enables these cool clouds to exist at progressively smaller size scales. Observation-
ally, this results in a boost in “low ions” like H I and a drop in “high ions” like O VI throughout the CGM. These
effects of EHR do not converge in the TEMPEST simulations, but extrapolating these trends suggests that the
CGM is actually a mist consisting of ubiquitous, small, long-lived, cool clouds suspended in a medium at the
halo virial temperature. We find that EHR produces the above effects by: (1) better sampling the distribution of
CGM phases, enabling runaway cooling in the dense, cool tail of the phase distribution; and (2) preventing cool
gas clouds from artificially mixing with the ambient hot halo and evaporating.

Key words: methods: cosmology: theory

1. Introduction
1.1. Observations Indicate Substantial Cool Gas in Halo

The circumgalactic medium (CGM) is the low-density,
multiphase gas surrounding a galaxy and extending to its
virial radius and beyond. The CGM is increasingly recog-
nized for its significant role driving the evolution of galaxies,
operating as both the reservoir of gas providing fuel to the
galaxy, as well as the sink into which stars and AGN deposit
energy, mass, and metals (Tumlinson et al. 2017).

Due to its low-density state, the CGM is most efficiently
observed through absorption-line spectroscopy, which has re-
vealed it to be multiphase (e.g., Lanzetta et al. 1995). Obser-
vations indicate the presence of cool 104K CGM gas bear-
ing neutral hydrogen and low ionization-potential ions (“low
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ions”) like Mg II and Si II (e.g., Churchill et al. 1996; Chen
et al. 1998; Steidel et al. 2010; Gauthier et al. 2010; Mate-
jek & Simcoe 2012; Tumlinson et al. 2013; Prochaska et al.
2014; Werk et al. 2014; Johnson et al. 2017), as well as warm-
hot gas (105.5 - 106K) traced by “high ions” in the form of
N V, O VI, and Ne VIII (e.g., Stocke et al. 2006; Tumlinson
et al. 2011; Savage et al. 2011; Tripp et al. 2011; Meiring
et al. 2013; Pachat et al. 2017; Burchett et al. 2018). Obser-
vational studies consistently demonstrate large quantities and
covering fractions for H I and other low ions in the CGM over
many redshifts, environments, and halo masses (e.g., Rudie
et al. 2012, Werk et al. 2013, Borthakur et al. 2016).

1.2. Simulations Underpredict Cool Gas Content in Halo

Hydrodynamical simulations provide the theoretical
groundwork to not only reproduce observational studies of
galaxies, but to better understand the processes responsi-
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ble for galactic evolution. Numerical galaxy studies have
made significant advances in our understanding of: large
scale structure formation (e.g., Springel et al. 2005), the
stellar mass function (e.g., Torrey et al. 2014), the galaxy
core-cusp problem (e.g., Pontzen & Governato 2012), the
Tully-Fisher Relation (e.g., Schaye et al. 2015), the Mass-
Metallicity Relation (e.g., Davé et al. 2011), and more (see
Somerville & Davé 2015 for a full listing). However, simula-
tions struggle to reproduce the observational characteristics
of the CGM. Specifically, simulations chronically underpro-
duce the observed column densities of various ions observed
to be present in galactic halos. The low abundances of CGM
ions in simulations have been demonstrated for grid-based
codes (Hummels et al. 2013; Liang et al. 2016), particle-
based codes (Stinson et al. 2012; Shen et al. 2012), and
moving-mesh codes (Suresh et al. 2015); for low redshift
(Ford et al. 2013), high redshift (Bird et al. 2016), and ide-
alized simulations (Fielding et al. 2017); and affecting both
low ions (Fumagalli et al. 2011; Oppenheimer et al. 2018)
and high ions (Roca-Fàbrega et al. 2018). This underproduc-
tion of ionic absorbers in simulated galactic halos is a major
problem for our understanding of the CGM and increasingly
for galaxy evolution as a whole.

Recent work has focused on explaining the deficit of O VI-
bearing material in simulated halos compared to the NOVI

measurements from the COS-Halos survey (log NOVI &
14.0) at z ∼ 0.25 (Tumlinson et al. 2011), where groups
have demonstrated how the inclusion of AGN feedback can
increase simulated O VI column densities to observed levels
(Oppenheimer et al. 2018; Nelson et al. 2018; Sanchez et al.
2018). However, these successes have had little impact on
increasing halo low ion content to reproduce observations.
This is not surprising since the physical properties of the gas
hosting low ions is markedly different than the gas hosting
high ions. Figure 1 shows the ionization fraction of H I and
O VI across a range of temperatures and densities taken from
the data tables in the TRIDENT analysis code (Hummels et al.
2017). H I tends to reside in cool, dense gas whereas O VI is
more abundant in warm, dense gas (collisionally ionized) and
cool, rarified gas (photoionized). Thus, the methods success-
ful at reproducing the high ions do not guarantee success at
reproducing the low ions because they probe different phases
of gas.

1.3. Evidence for Cool Gas On Small Scales

We propose that the primary reason existing simulations
have been unable to reproduce the observed column density
of low ions is a lack of spatial resolution in the simulated
halo. When a simulation resolution element is larger than
the natural size scale for a cool gas cloud, the cool gas con-
tent artificially mixes with the surrounding hot gas medium,
and a spurious warm gas is formed. Put another way, in the
absence of sufficient spatial resolution to resolve the natural
gas cloud size, multiphase gas structure is suppressed. As
we will show, the result is too little cool gas, which can lead
to the simulations underpredicting the low ions that trace it
(e.g., H I).
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Figure 1. Ion fractions of H I and O VI as a function of density and tem-
perature. H I and low ions probe very different gas phases than O VI and
other high ions, so recent methods successful at increasing simulated O VI
CGM content to observable levels have little impact on addressing the lack
of H I in simulations of the CGM. These data are taken from data tables
included in the TRIDENT code (Hummels et al. 2017) assuming collisional
ionization and photoionization at z = 1 from a Haardt & Madau (2012) UV
background.

There is reason to believe that the size of the low-ion-
bearing clouds in the CGM is small (. kpc) from obser-
vations. Rauch et al. (1999) found evidence for spatially
and kinematically distinct components of Si II and C II at
z = 3.5 with separations estimated at 26/h pc. Using ion-
ization modeling of several Mg II and Fe II absorbers
at z 1, Rigby et al. (2002) constrained these single-cloud
“weak systems” to have ∼ 10 pc absorber sizes. Lehner
et al. (2013) show for 28 Lyman Limit Systems (LLSs,
NHI > 1017 cm−2) at z < 1 that absorber sizes range
from a few pc to kpc scales. Lehner et al. (2019) find
similar results using a sample of 224 absorbers with log
NHI = [15.1, 19]. Using careful ionization modeling of the
conditions of a z = 2.5 LLS, Crighton et al. (2015) con-
cluded that the H I-bearing clouds were < 500 pc in size.
Recently, Rudie et al. (2019) constrained the low-ion ab-
sorber size scale to be < 400 pc by analyzing a lensed
background quasar forming two distinct sightlines each
passing through the same intervening galaxy. Stern et al.
(2016) modeled the COS-Halos observations using a univer-
sal density profile and showed that low ions have a typical
size of 10 - 100 pc, whereas high ions like O VI span tens
of kpc. However, Rubin et al. (2018) analysis suggests that
Mg II absorbers have coherence scales at > 1.9 kpc.

On the theory side, work has recently been done updating
the classical theory of thermal instability (Field 1965). Mc-
Court et al. (2018) used extremely high-resolution idealized
hydrodynamic simulations to demonstrate how thermally un-
stable gas “shatters” to form cool gas clouds at the sub-parsec
scale. Additionally, “cloud-crushing simulations” have been
used to approximate the conditions of the CGM in high res-
olution (sub-pc) to investigate survival of cool gas clouds in
a hot medium. Many of these high-resolution simulations
show evidence for increased cool gas content (Gronke &
Oh 2018) and smaller cool cloud size (Sparre et al. 2019)
by accounting for additional physical effects like magnetic
fields (Ji et al. 2018; Liang & Remming 2018), thermal con-
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duction (Armillotta et al. 2017), and hydrodynamic shielding
(Forbes & Lin 2018).

Thompson et al. (2016) propose that efficient cooling in
resolved, supernovae-driven outflows can produce substan-
tial cool gas content in galactic winds and the CGM, and this
is confirmed with extremely high-resolution isolated galaxy
simulations at 5 pc spatial scales (Schneider et al. 2018).
Very recent work further advances the idea that increased
spatial resolution results in variable increases in the low-ion
content of the CGM (van de Voort et al. 2018; Peeples et al.
2018; Suresh et al. 2018).

1.4. Traditional Simulations Underresolve the CGM

Traditional numerical studies of the CGM, both cosmolog-
ical survey and zoom simulations, have resolution elements
in the galactic halo that are typically many kpcs, orders of
magnitude larger than the proposed cool-gas scales. At these
resolutions they underresolve the CGM, leading to a lack of
multiphase structure unless other steps are taken to enhance
the resolution in the galactic halo. Both particle-based and
most grid-based simulations under-resolve gas in low-density
regions like the CGM, since both techniques were developed
to focus their computational power on collapsed structures of
high densities like the star-forming galactic disk.

In a particle-based simulation, including smoothed particle
hydrodynamics (SPH) as well as other variants (e.g., FIRE2
simulations – Hopkins et al. 2018), spatial resolution is tied
to gas particle density. Thus, regions of low density, like the
galactic halo, will intrinsically lack spatial resolution rela-
tive to the galactic disk. For example, the smoothing length
(i.e., spatial resolution) found in the highest resolution FIRE2
simulation (Wetzel et al. 2016) achieves an impressive ∼ 10
pc spatial resolution in the disk of the galaxy but only ∼ 7
kpc spatial resolution at the virial radius of a Milky-Way-
like galaxy at z = 0. Large-volume, non-zoom simulations
like EAGLE (Schaye et al. 2015) and ILLUSTRIS (Genel et al.
2014) trade off resolution for a larger simulation volume, so
it can only be expected that their halo spatial resolutions will
be even coarser.

Grid-based simulations employing adaptive mesh refine-
ment (AMR) trigger increased spatial resolution based on a
refinement criterion that is almost universally tied to mass
density. Again, like particle-based simulations, the max-
imum spatial resolution quoted for such a simulation will
be orders of magnitude better than the resolution actually
achieved in the low-density galactic halo. Figure 2 demon-
strates this, where a traditional cosmological AMR simula-
tion of an L* galaxy achieves 250 pc spatial resolution in the
disk of a galaxy but only reaches 4 kpc spatial resolution at
the virial radius, a difference of a factor of 16.

1.5. This Paper: A New Method for Resolving the CGM

In this work, we introduce the method of Enhanced Halo
Resolution, forcing the simulation to achieve a minimum res-
olution in a fixed region surrounding the target galaxy. By
better resolving a galaxy’s halo, it allows the gas to more ef-
fectively become multiphase and increases the abundance of
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Figure 2. Spatial resolution from a traditional AMR simulation (left) versus
an Enhanced Halo Resolution (EHR – 500 co-moving pc) simulation (right).
Plot was generated from a 1-Mpc-sized region at z = 1 around an L* galaxy
from the TEMPEST simulations with the dashed circle representing the virial
radius of the galaxy. Clearly visible are the many galaxies tracing along
intergalactic filaments feeding the target galaxy. EHR works in concert with
AMR to assure a base level of spatial resolution of the target galaxy’s CGM
as well as any gas that will eventually merge with it.

cool gas bearing low ions. The result brings the low-ion con-
tent more in line with observations, as well as potentially en-
ables a number of other improvements to the modeling of the
CGM. While the effects of increased resolution do not appear
to converge in the simulations in this work, they demonstrate
several trends in CGM behavior that can be extrapolated to
the predicted convergent parsec scale: A CGM consisting of
many pc-scale, long-lived cool gas clouds embedded in a hot
halo. Perhaps more importantly, we describe the physical
mechanisms explaining why EHR produces these significant
effects in the gaseous halos of galaxies.

Furthermore, we introduce the TEMPEST simulations, a set
of cosmological hydrodynamics simulations demonstrating
the impact of EHR for an L* galaxy. The TEMPEST simu-
lations are AMR grid-based simulations run with the ENZO
code (Bryan et al. 2014) for an L* galaxy run from z = 100
to z = 1. Each iteration of the simulation increases the min-
imum resolution in the halo to address the effects that spatial
resolution have on the physical and observed properties of
the simulated CGM.

The layout of our paper is as follows. In Section 2, we
describe the EHR technique and how it was encoded into the
TEMPEST simulations. Section 3 details the various effects
that EHR has on the CGM, whereas Section 4 investigates the
physical mechanisms in EHR responsible for these effects.
Additional discussion on these results, including predicted
convergence of EHR as well as caveats to this study, can be
found in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 lists our conclusions.

2. Method
2.1. Enhanced Halo Resolution

Traditional simulations achieve spatial resolutions in the
low-density galactic halo that are orders of magnitude worse
than the scales found in the high-density disk of the galaxy.
This problem cannot be addressed by simply increasing the
resolution everywhere in the simulation (e.g., by decreasing
mass of gas particles in particle-based codes, or by increas-
ing the base-level resolution in grid-based codes), as it would
be prohibitively expensive to do, and would only marginally
increase resolution outside of extant high-density structures.
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To address this problem, we introduce the notion of En-
hanced Halo Resolution to work in tandem with a traditional
density-based adaptive mesh refinement criterion. Broadly
speaking, EHR is any technique to increase resolution in the
galactic halo. In our implementation, we do so by placing
a set of nested regions of additional refinement (i.e., “must-
refine regions”) on the center of the galaxy in a simulation to
assure that resolution is minimally met out to a fixed galacto-
centric radius throughout its evolution (See Figure 2). Each
nested region sets a minimum spatial scale that the gas must
always achieve. Each additional region is twice the size of
its predecessor and a factor of two coarser in spatial resolu-
tion. In our implementation, we chose to use boxes as our
nested refined regions, because we found that cubes had the
best scaling with our patch-based grid code, ENZO.

It is notable that increasing the spatial resolution of the
simulation in the outskirts of the galaxy does not introduce
any additional physics, subgrid models, or changes in the
feedback models that are already successful at reproducing
other observational constraints on galactic structure. Enhanc-
ing the halo resolution of the simulation simply results in a
more accurate treatment of the physics of the galactic halo on
increasingly smaller scales.

The nested nature of the “must-refine” regions has two im-
portant effects. One, it assures that a gas cloud traveling
toward the galaxy will not cross multiple resolution bound-
aries in a short period, minimizing any unphysical effects as
the cloud passes this artificial barrier between regions of dif-
ferent minimum spatial scale. Two, the use of nested boxes
with powers-of-two differences in comoving size/resolution
implicitly enables the simulation to achieve a fixed physical
resolution out to a fixed physical galacto-centric radius ac-
counting for the growth of each comoving region due to the
expansion of the universe.

Recall that at redshift z, the scale factor of the Universe is
smaller by a factor of a = 1

1+z . For example, if a simulation
uses a single enhanced resolution box covering the galaxy out
to a radius of 100 comoving kpc and forcing spatial refine-
ment to 1 comoving kpc spatial resolution, it follows that at
redshift z, the box only covers the region 100

z+1 physical kpc at
a minimal spatial resolution of 1

z+1 physical kpc, potentially
much smaller than the desired region in physical coordinates.
By nesting several boxes, each meant to be the size of the de-
sired region in physical units at a different redshift, one can
assure a base spatial scale in physical units is always met over
the cosmic evolution of the galaxy.

The number of nested resolution boxes that one must in-
clude in the simulation to consistently meet these physical
resolution requirements is dependent on the redshift when
EHR is first employed, zstart. From that point on, one re-
quires nbox nested boxes each a factor of two larger and
coarser resolution according to:

nbox = dlog2(zstart + 1) + 1e (1)

where d and e denote the ceiling value to assure an integer
number of boxes arises. Thus, to achieve a minimum spatial

scale of 1 physical kpc out to 100 physical kpc as far back as
redshift 7, when the scale factor of the universe was 0.125,
we require 4 nested boxes as shown in Figure 2.

In order to place the refined boxes on top of the galaxy,
one must know the center of the galaxy at any given time in
the simulation. This can be done in one of two ways. The
simulation can periodically run an in-line halo finder (e.g.,
AMIGA, Rockstar, HOP) to determine the centroid of the tar-
get galaxy and then pass its centroid to the EHR mechanism
as the simulations progresses. Alternatively, one can first run
a traditional AMR version of the simulation to completion,
employ a halo finder code to identify the halo centroid over
the simulation duration, and then rerun the simulation again
with EHR centered on the target galaxy. In all of our tests,
we found the addition of EHR did not change the centroid of
our galaxy by more than 1 kpc, making this second method
feasible and more easily implemented.

2.2. The TEMPEST Simulations

The TEMPEST simulations are a set of cosmological hydro-
dynamic zoom simulations utilizing EHR to model the ctic
medium of an L* galaxy. For these simulations, we use the
open-source hydrodynamics code ENZO (Bryan et al. 2014)
along with modifications to implement EHR. We follow the
standard ENZO treatment of cosmological zoom simulations
described in more detail in Hummels & Bryan (2012) but
briefly summarized here. ENZO represents hydrodynamics
as a grid with variable resolution according to a density-
based adaptive mesh refinement criterion coupled with EHR.
The equations of gas dynamics are solved using the piece-
wise parabolic method (PPM), a Godunov method that is
third-order accurate in space (Colella & Woodward 1984)
including a nonlinear Riemann solver for better treatment
of shocks. ENZO treats dark matter and stellar populations
as collisionless particles modeled with an N-body adaptive
particle-mesh gravity solver (Efstathiou et al. 1985; Couch-
man 1991). We include a prescription for star formation
based on Cen & Ostriker (1992) wherein dense, cool gas is
periodically converted to stellar population particles when
star forming conditions are met. For the simulations pre-
sented in this paper, stellar feedback is parameterized as a
thermal process, wherein young star particles return thermal
energy, mass, and metals to the 3x3x3 grid of surrounding
cells as the stellar population begins to form type II super-
novae.

These simulations employ the GRACKLE cooling libraries
(Smith et al. 2017) to account for the effects of metal cool-
ing and to instantaneously follow all species of hydrogen and
helium in non-equilibrium including collisional ionization,
Compton cooling, recombination, brehmstrallung, photoion-
ization, and photoexcitation. For these calculations and to
account for photoionization from the unresolved metagalac-
tic component, we use the UV background spectrum from
Haardt & Madau (2012).

The TEMPEST initial conditions were derived from the
LEGACY simulation project (Smith, Oñorbe, & Khochfar,
in preparation). The halo was selected from a dark-matter-
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Figure 3. H I column density projections for a simulated galaxy from the TEMPEST simulations at standard AMR resolution (left) versus EHR with 500 co-
moving parsecs of CGM resolution (right). Images span an 80-kpc-wide region centered on an L* galaxy at z = 1 showing the inner half of the virial halo. EHR
results in significant changes, including an increase in H I content, covering fraction of Lyman Limit Systems (LLS:NHI > 1017 cm−2; shown here in purple),
and smaller H I-bearing clouds. Note that all projection and slice plots throughout this work use the same orientation and projection angle for consistency.

only simulation with 20483 particles in a 100 Mpc/h box
performed with a modified version of GADGET-2 (Springel
et al. 2001). It was selected as a Milky Way analog with no
major mergers (10:1) after redshift 2, resulting in a galaxy
with disky structure and virial mass of ∼1012 M� by z = 0.
The halo was further chosen to reside in an average galactic
environment relative to the full simulation volume, based on
distances to its 10 closest neighbor halos.

The TEMPEST simulations presented in this paper follow
the evolution of this single L* galaxy from z = 100 to z = 0
with analyses primarily at z = 1. We begin the simulation
using only a density-based AMR scheme for managing the
simulation resolution and run it forward to z = 3. At z = 3,
we restart the simulation with four variations: one continuing
with standard density-based AMR, and three versions addi-
tionally including EHR at the different resolutions of 2.18,
1.09, and 0.545 comoving kpc (i.e., 2 kpc, 1 kpc, 500 pc
used throughout this work). These are run forward to z = 0.
Each simulation including EHR places four nested “must-
refine” boxes centered on the galaxy with widths of 200, 400,
800, and 1600 comoving kpc where each larger box drops the
“must-refine” resolution by a factor of two (see Figure 2).

2.3. Calculating Ion Densities for H I and O VI

Throughout this work, we make comparisons between the
TEMPEST simulations and observations of H I and O VI.
ENZO follows the abundance for all species of hydrogen and
helium (including H I) in each hydrodynamic cell accord-
ing to the GRACKLE cooling libraries (Smith et al. 2017) ac-
counting for various sources of cooling and ionization de-
scribed in Section 2.2.

For all other ions, including O VI, we employ the TRIDENT
code (Hummels et al. 2017) to estimate their abundance in
post-processing. TRIDENT possesses a large lookup table as-

sembled from hundreds of thousands of CLOUDY (Ferland
et al. 1998) radiation-hydrodynamics simulations to deter-
mine the inferred density of any ion based on a gas cell’s
density, temperature, metallicity, and redshift by accounting
for collisional ionization and photoionization from a meta-
galactic background. For the TEMPEST simulations, we use
the metagalactic background described in Haardt & Madau
(2012). See Figure 1 for a visual representation of the ion-
ization fraction for H I and O VI as calculated by TRIDENT.

3. Effects of Enhanced Halo Resolution
The impact that EHR has on the modeling of the CGM is

significant and vividly apparent through visual inspection, as
shown in Figure 3. The simple increase in spatial resolution
changes a number of properties of the CGM: it (1) more con-
tinuously and more correctly samples the various properties
of the CGM (e.g., density, temperature, metallicity) leading
to a broader range of these properties enabled by progres-
sively smaller fluid elements; and (2) changes the thermal
balance of the CGM, permitting more cool gas and less hot
gas to exist. The observational consequences of these phys-
ical changes mean that (3) EHR changes the ionic composi-
tion of the CGM, increasing low ion content while decreas-
ing abundance of high ions; and (4) EHR decreases the size
of individual ion-bearing clouds, enabling finer features in
corresponding observations in images and spectra.

This paper focuses primarily on the changing thermal bal-
ance of the CGM and its observational repercussions (effects
2, 3 & 4), while using effect 1 to explain why this thermal bal-
ance changes. The concurrent work by Peeples et al. (2018)
explores the various effects of how smaller cloud sizes im-
pact the spectral observables (4) associated with EHR.

It is also worth noting that the bulk galaxy properties are
unaffected by the change in resolution. These quantities, in-
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Figure 4. Slices in physical quantities of a simulated L* galaxy at z = 1 from the TEMPEST simulations employing increasing levels of spatial resolution. Top
Row: Effective spatial resolution maps with same orientation and colorbar as Figure 2. N.B., spatial resolution is in physical kpc at z = 1, whereas runs are
organized in comoving units (i.e., 2 comoving kpc = 1 physical kpc at z = 1). Middle Row: Gas density. Bottom Row: Gas temperature. Images are 180 kpc
on a side, pass through the center of the galaxy, and show r200 as a dashed, white circle. Enhancing the halo resolution results in a wider range of densities and
temperatures with increased small-scale structure.

cluding total mass, stellar mass, and gas mass, are included
in Table 1. We expect the slight changes in these values to be
due mostly to the non-linear behavior of simulations due to
stochastic sampling (Genel et al. 2018).

AMR Enhanced Halo Resolution

Variable Res 2.0 kpc 1.0 kpc 0.5 kpc

m200 2.7× 1011 M� -1.1% +0.6% +0.3%

mgas 1.6× 1010 M� -11% -2.3% -5.6%

mstars 2.0× 1010 M� +0.1% +0.8% +3.1%

r200 84 kpc -0.1% +0.4% +0.6%

Table 1. Masses of different components of the TEMPEST galaxies at z ∼ 1.
We used HOP (Eisenstein & Hut 1998) and YT to calculate the halo prop-
erties median-filtered over ten consecutive simulation outputs centered on
z = 1. For the traditional AMR simulation, the galactic mass components
are stated explicitly, while the EHR runs show their values relative to the
AMR case to highlight any differences. EHR has little effect on bulk prop-
erties of the galaxy.

3.1. Small-Scale CGM Structure Changes

Perhaps unsurprisingly, EHR leads to increased structure
in the properties of the gas, and increasingly small coher-
ent cloud sizes. Figure 4 illustrates this effect by comparing
slices of the density and temperature fields centered on the
galaxy at different resolutions. As an additional reference,
the top row shows the spatial resolution of the simulations
in physical units at z = 1. At first glance, the bulk proper-
ties of the gas do not appear to change appreciably, but its
small scale structure changes dramatically. As spatial reso-
lution increases, gas of different phases is allowed to exist
in closer proximity, and more turbulent structure is apparent.
The extremes in the gas density and temperature increase.
This subtle point has significant ramifications to be discussed
in Section 4.

3.2. Changing Thermal Balance of the CGM

To better assess how the gas density and temperature
change with resolution, Figure 5 shows a phase diagram
plotting the CGM gas mass in bins of density and tempera-
ture. Note that these plots only include gas in the spherical
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Figure 5. Gas density-temperature phase diagrams of the simulated CGM across different resolutions. Phase diagram includes gas in the hollow spherical shell
from 10 kpc < r < rvir for each simulation at z = 1. Increased resolution better samples the full range of gas density and temperature as seen in Figure 4.
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Figure 6. Differences between the CGM gas density-temperature phase di-
agrams in Figure 5 for the AMR simulation and the 1 kpc EHR simulation.
Gas in red is present in the AMR simulation and absent from the EHR sim-
ulation, whereas the reverse is true for gas in black. Increased resolution
effectively transforms gas from the red regions ( 5 × 105 K) to the black
regions ( 2 × 104 K). Explanation for what drives this effect is explored in
Section 4.

shell from 10 kpc to rvir in each target galaxy. (While the
target galaxy’s disk is excluded, we still observe some ISM
gas from the satellites currently merging.) Two effects can
be noticed. Firstly, the higher resolution simulations have a
broader spread across the diagram, better quantifying how
gas at higher resolution is better sampled in density and
temperature, avoiding unnatural mixing of disparate phases
imposed by coarse grid cells. Secondly, there is a shift of
material from the warm, low-density peak of the diagram
to lower temperatures and higher densities. This effect is
more easily seen by taking a difference of two of these phase
diagrams. Figure 6 represents the difference between the
AMR phase plot and the 1 kpc phase plot from Figure 5.
Interestingly, the warm, low-density gas highlighted in red is
present in the low resolution simulation but absent from the
high-resolution simulation. Conversely, the cool, dense ma-
terial shown in gray/black is present in the high-resolution

simulation but absent from the low-resolution simulation.
Understanding this behavior will occupy much of the re-
mainder of this study.

Table 2 further quantifies how much resolution changes the
thermal balance of the CGM by calculating the mass of each
phase of gas in the CGM (10 kpc < r < rvir) of snapshots
at z = 1. Cool gas (104 < T < 105 K) content increases
with resolution, whereas warm gas (105 < T < 106 K) has
a slight decrease with resolution. These trends are somewhat
noisy due to our small sample size and stochastic effects.

AMR Enhanced Halo Resolution

Variable Res 2.0 kpc 1.0 kpc 0.5 kpc

mCGM 8.0× 109 M� -13% -13% -4%

mcold 4.4× 108 M� +52% +12% +83%

mcool 7.5× 108 M� +37% +108% +84%

mwarm 6.2× 109 M� -24% -29% -21%

mhot 5.2× 108 M� +7% -13% +5%

mHI 2.4× 108 M� +40% +7% +59%

mOVI 4.0× 104 M� -12% -33% -22%

Table 2. Masses of different components of the CGM of the TEMPEST
galaxies at z ∼ 1. All quantities are measured from 10 kpc < r < rvir to
remove the core galaxy. Components are median sampled over 10 consecu-
tive simulation outputs centered on z = 1. For the AMR simulation, mass of
each component is listed, whereas for the EHR simulations we denote a per-
centile describing how each component changes relative to the AMR simu-
lation. Different temperature components are defined as Tcold ∈ (0, 104]K,
Tcool ∈ [104, 105]K, Twarm ∈ [105, 106]K, Thot ∈ [106,∞)K. EHR
changes the thermal balance of the CGM, favoring cool gas over warm gas
and low ions (e.g., H I) over high ions (e.g., O VI).

There appears to be some mechanism transforming the
thermal balance of the CGM, enabled by higher spatial reso-
lutions. However, from these diagnostics alone, it is unclear
if resolution enables gas to change from warm to cool gas,
or rather if resolution prevents existing cool gas from being
spuriously transformed into warm gas. Why EHR changes
the gas is further discussed in Section 4.

3.3. Increased H I Content and Decreased O VI Content
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Figure 7. Column density projections of a simulated L* galaxy at z = 1 employing different levels of spatial resolution. Top Row: Neutral hydrogen column
density maps. Bottom Row: O VI column density maps. Enhancing the halo resolution contributes to additional neutral hydrogen content throughout the halo.
This is most evident as an increase in Lyman Limit Systems (NHI > 1017 cm−2) found in progressively smaller clouds in the inner halo, the shredded remnants
of merging galaxies, supernova-driven outflows, and cosmological filaments. Increases in H I content are accompanied by a nearly imperceptible decrease in
O VI global column densities.

The change in the thermal state of the halo gas enabled by
EHR directly impacts the observational characteristics of the
CGM. The CGM is detected through emission and absorption
of the ionic species that compose it. Different ions reside in
different density and temperature regimes of the CGM gas
according to the energy needed to ionize each species. Figure
1 shows the ion fraction plots for H I and O VI, indicating the
phases of gas where these ions most frequently occur plotted
on the same axes as Figures 5 and 6. As noted, H I and other
low ions reside in cool, dense gas, whereas O VI and other
high ions typically exist in higher temperature gas.

Because of the additional cool, dense gas present in the
higher resolution simulations, we expect to see an increase
in the low ion content of the gas and a deficit in the high ion
content of the gas. Figure 7 displays column density maps
in H I and O VI for the TEMPEST galaxies of different spa-
tial resolution. This figure illustrates how the H I abundance
increases in regions of higher spatial resolution while it de-
creases the O VI content to a lesser extent. Aside from over-
all abundance, we see distinct changes in the observational
gas properties. The H I resides in increasingly narrow struc-
tures, primarily in the inner halo, generally associated with
disrupted merging galaxies. O VI on the other hand is much
more well distributed throughout the halo with larger cloud
sizes.

Figure 8 further quantifies the increased H I and slightly
decreased O VI abundance when halo gas attains higher spa-
tial resolution. Figure 8 consists of radial profiles plotting
column density as a function of projected distance from the
galactic center (i.e., impact parameter). The radial profiles
were produced from column density projections like those

in Figure 7, sampling multiple projection angles over twenty
simulation outputs spanning a gigayear around z = 1 to wash
out any spatial or temporal biases. The heat map shows the
full distribution of column densities from every sightline (i.e.,
pixel) in the sampled images with a black line representing
the median column density value at each impact parameter.

In the top row, we see that increasing resolution leads to
an increase in high-column density H I systems e.g., Lyman
Limit Systems (NHI > 1017 cm−2), which raises the me-
dian column density value, primarily in the interior 40 kpc
(about half the virial radius). However, the entire median
H I column density profile is boosted at all impact parame-
ters for our highest-resolution (500 pc) simulation, increasing
observed H I column densities by a factor of two throughout
the halo. No convergence in this behavior is seen, suggest-
ing that additional EHR will lead to even larger observed H I
column densities.

The effects of resolution on H I are in contrast to those
effects on O VI. Increasing resolution seems to slightly de-
crease the column densities of O VI, although the effect
seems less significant than for H I and primarily in the outer
part of the galactic halo.

While we do not show them here, the behavior of H I is
representative of all of the low ions (e.g., Mg II, C II, N II),
and O VI is representative of all the high ions in terms of their
behavior with increases in resolution. This fact is due to the
similarity of ionization fraction functions (Figure 1) between
species having similar ionization potentials.

3.4. Progressively Smaller H I Cloud Sizes

In addition to an increase in total H I content and observed
H I column density, EHR leads to a decrease in the size of the
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Figure 8. Radial profiles of H I (top) and O VI (bottom) column density versus impact parameter. While the heatmap represents the full distribution of sightlines,
the black lines indicate the median column density value at each impact parameter (dotted = AMR, dashed = EHR). Profiles were generated for each pixel in
column density projections like Figure 7, where each sightline is a line integral of ion number density. We used consecutive simulation outputs and multiple
projection angles to avoid spatial and temporal biases in our profiles. Increasing resolution correlates with higher H I columns densities and a more moderate
decrease in O VI column densities.

H I-bearing clouds. This can be seen by eye in Figures 3 and
7, but we quantify it more precisely using a clump-finding
algorithm. We employ the clump finder implemented in YT
(Turk et al. 2011) and fully described in Smith et al. (2009),
giving a brief overview of the method here.

Much like many halo finders operate on the spatially-
varying gravitational potential, the clump finder uses a
contouring algorithm to identify unique, topologically-
connected structures in gas density. In our usage, it first
creates a single contour at the nHI > 10−8 cm−3 thresh-
old, the lowest density we found necessary to identify partial
Lyman Limit Systems and Lyman Limit Systems (pLLS:
NHI > 1016 cm−2), identifying spatially contiguous clouds
that are above this density threshold. In subsequent steps,
this threshold is doubled until we reach the maximum H I
density of nHI > 102 cm−3. Isolated structures are identified
as separate contours through recursion. We filter out clumps
with fewer than 10 cells or mHI < 1 M� to avoid noise. The
result is a collection of unique H I clouds identifying all the
pLLS and LLS structures throughout the halo.

The clump finder was run on the z = 1 snapshot for
each simulated galaxy, identifying H I clumps from 10 kpc
< r < rvir. Each clump was cataloged by its H I mass mHI,
its shortest spatial dimension lshort, and its longest spatial di-
mension llong. These quantities for the different TEMPEST
simulations are presented in Table 3 and plotted in Figure 9.

Consistent with a visual inspection of Figure 7, Table 3
and Figure 9 reveal that increased spatial resolution leads to
a larger number of progressively smaller and lower-mass H I-
bearing clouds. At each factor-of-two increase in spatial res-
olution, we find a roughly factor-of-two drop in our median

AMR Enhanced Halo Resolution

Variable 2.0 kpc 1.0 kpc 0.5 kpc

nclouds 7 25 137 443

lshort,med [kpc] 4.4 4.4 2.2 1.1

llong,med [kpc] 13 7.7 4.4 2.5

mHI,med [102 M�] 43 11 10 1.4

Table 3. Statistics on H I clouds in the CGM of each TEMPEST simulation.
Quantities were determined using a clump finder on nHI in the region 10
kpc < r < rvir to identify contiguous structures with 10−8 cm−3 <
nHI < 102 cm−3. Cloud quantities include median size of cloud in its
short (lshort,med) and long (llong,med) dimensions and H I mass (mHI).
Individual H I cloud mass and size decrease with increased resolution, while
overall number of clouds increases.

cloud size in both its long and short dimensions. Recall that
our quoted resolutions are in co-moving units, so the actual
physical scales that they achieve at this redshift z = 1 are a
factor of 1 + z = 2 smaller. This implies that the median H I
cloud in each simulation has 4-6 cells in its shortest dimen-
sion and 8-10 cells in its longest dimension, at the limit of
what could be considered a resolved structure.

Increases in resolution allow gas to exist in smaller struc-
tures. These results confirm that our H I clouds are frag-
menting to smaller scales when possible. Our findings are
consistent with the theoretical work of McCourt et al. (2018)
on thermally unstable gas “shattering” to cool clouds on ever-
smaller scales only converging at the sub-parsec level. Like
the increase in H I column densities with spatial resolution,
we do not find any convergence in the minimum size scale
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Figure 9. Distribution of H I cloud sizes for different halo resolutions.
This 2D histogram shows the size of H I-bearing clouds based on their
longest (x-axis) and shortest (y-axis) dimensions for the TEMPEST sim-
ulations run at different halo resolution overplot together: AMR (red),
2 kpc (green), 1 kpc (blue), and 500 pc (black). Additionally, it shows
points with errorbars representing the median cloud size and quartiles
of the distribution using the same color scheme. Enhanced halo reso-
lution permits H I-bearing clouds to exist in increased numbers at pro-
gressively smaller scales.

of H I-bearing clouds. We predict similar behavior for other
low-ion-bearing clouds like Mg II. The impact on the sizes
of high-ion-bearing clouds like O VI is more complicated,
as this gas is more smoothly distributed, and the analo-
gous clumping analysis is less conclusive. We will investi-
gate this in more detail in a future study.

4. Why Does Enhanced Halo Resolution Work?
It is important to investigate why increased resolution has

the effects that it does on the evolution of the CGM, in part
because it can reveal insight into other ways to better model
the CGM, and how the resolution effects may converge. We
identify two separate mechanisms by which Enhanced Halo
Resolution enables more cool, dense H I-bearing gas to ex-
ist in the simulated CGM, as clearly demonstrated in the gas
density-temperature phase diagrams of Figures 5 and 6. The
first mechanism employs increased spatial resolution to ef-
fectively transfer warm gas to a cooler, denser phase through
cooling and condensation, whereas the second mechanism
prevents already cool gas from being artificially heated.

4.1. Mechanism A:
EHR Better Samples Gas Properties & Seeds Precipitation

The most obvious explanation for the increase in cool,
dense gas and decrease in warm, low-density gas found in
EHR simulations is that resolution somehow triggers cool-
ing. There is substantial theoretical work on the topic of ef-
ficient cooling of thermally unstable gas found in halos of
clusters and galaxies, collectively described as “precipita-
tion” (e.g., McCourt et al. 2012; Sharma et al. 2012; Voit
et al. 2015). Generally, precipitation of cool gas out of
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Figure 10. Simple single-zone cooling simulations run with the GRACKLE
cooling code (Smith et al. 2017). These two isobaric cooling models were
run forward in time with metallicity = 0.05Z�. The solid, red line represents
the density, temperature, and metallicity of gas found near the virial radius
of the TEMPEST galaxies, indicating a cooling time of 400 Myr. The dashed,
green model doubles the initial density and correspondingly drops the tem-
perature by two, which decreases the cooling time by a factor of ∼8. These
models demonstrate how sensitive cooling time is to initial gas properties.

the hot halo medium is predicted to occur when cooling of
the gas becomes efficient relative to its local freefall time:
tcool/tff ≤ 10. While the gas freefall time is dictated by
the galactic potential, its cooling time is a function of the
local properties of the gas (e.g., density, temperature, and
metallicity), so substantial decreases in the cooling time of
the gas should yield efficient cooling and precipitation. tcool

decreases with increases in density and metallicity, whereas
tcool is a non-linear function of temperature, found to be low-
est in the temperature range 2 × 104 K < T < 106 K, pre-
cisely where we see the effects of EHR in Figure 6.

To demonstrate the sensitivity of gas cooling to its initial
conditions, we ran two simple single-cell cooling models us-
ing the GRACKLE code (Smith et al. 2017), shown in Figure
10. Each model follows the time evolution of a cloud of gas
kept at constant pressure and allowed to cool. The solid, red
line shows the behavior of gas with properties representa-
tive of the galactic halo of the TEMPEST galaxy at z = 1:
ρ = 3 × 10−28 cm−3, T = 6 × 105 K, Z = 0.05Z�. These
gas properties also occupy the heart of the red region in Fig-
ure 6, the phase of gas abundant in our low-resolution sim-
ulations but scarce in our high-resolution simulations. The
dashed, green line represents gas with a factor of two higher
density and a corresponding factor of two lower temperature
due to our isobaric condition. The simple change of dou-
bling the density has a dramatic impact on the cooling time
of this gas, allowing it to cool about seven times faster in 55
Myr (green) compared to the baseline 400 Myr (red). In both
cases, the final density and temperature of the gas is 10−26

cm−3 and∼ 2×104 K, exactly where the buildup of material
occurs in the high-resolution simulations, shown in Figure 6
as black-gray.

Recall that EHR leads to increased sampling of various
properties of the CGM gas, including its density, tempera-
ture, and metallicity. In traditional AMR simulations lacking
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resolution in the halo, a parcel of gas that in reality exists in
multiple phases is instead represented by a coarse grid cell
averaging out over these multiphase conditions. EHR min-
imizes this problem since the gas is more continuously and
correctly sampled, resulting in a broader spread in the gas
properties. As demonstrated in our sample cooling tests in
Figure 10, even slight differences in gas phase can produce a
non-linear impact on the gas cooling, potentially leading to a
cooling runaway manifested as precipitation.

Thus, we propose that the increased resolution of EHR bet-
ter samples the intrinsic CGM gas quantities, and the result-
ing tail of the gas distribution with shorter cooling time cools
non-linearly, culminating in precipitation of dense, cool gas
in the halo. Figure 11 illustrates the effects of this proposed
mechanism. The top panel represents a “real” gas cloud con-
sisting of a range of densities, temperature, and metallicities.
We then depict the low- and high-resolution versions of this
cloud graphically (second row) and in density-temperature
phase space (third row). On the left, the unresolved cloud
is the size of a single grid cell, so it only has a single den-
sity value, whereas on the right, the cloud has an 8x increase
in resolution (typical of the differences between AMR and
EHR). Each phase diagram includes appropriately-placed red
and green cells to represent the starting conditions of the two
grackle cooling models illustrated as red and green lines in
Figure 10. Consistent with the cooling models, after 200 Myr
the high-density, low-temperature gas (green circle) of the
higher-resolution cloud has radiated away its energy and set-
tled into dense∼104K gas in the lower right of the phase plot,
whereas the poorly-resolved cloud (red circle) has not cooled
appreciably. This mechanism correctly reproduces the trend
in Figure 6 by transferring gas from the warm, low-density
regime to the cool, high-density regime through resolution-
seeded precipitation.

We further confirm that the proposed mechanism of
resolution-seeded precipitation is operating in the TEMPEST
simulations. We identify a cosmological filament and ob-
serve it over time feeding the target galaxy with cool gas
from the intergalactic medium. At certain points during its
evolution, the filament simulated with EHR undergoes tran-
sient precipitation of cool, dense clouds whereas no such
activity occurs in the traditional AMR simulated filament.
This is illustrated in Figure 12 at z = 0.7. The top pan-
els show column density projections of H I centered on the
filament, 55 kpc distant from the primary galaxy seen in
the lower right. A white circle represents a 30-kpc-wide
sphere sampling the gas properties of the filament, plotted as
a density-temperature phase diagram in the bottom panels.
The narrow ∼1 kpc-wide finger of high density H I-bearing
gas found in the center right of the white circle in the EHR
simulation is the precipitating cool gas.

The phase diagram reveals that this precipitate is at least
an order of magnitude denser and cooler in the EHR simula-
tion than it is in the AMR simulation. It is notable how the
phase diagrams resembles those in the bottom of schematic
Figure 11, with gas following isobaric lines from top left to
bottom right, revealing the smoking gun of runaway cooling.
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Figure 11. Schematic of how EHR seeds cool gas precipitation. Top Panel:
Representation of a real gas cloud consisting of a continuous range of gas
properties (e.g., density, temperature, metallicity). Second Row: Low- and
high-resolution sampling of this gas cloud smears out the extremes in its gas
properties by averaging them over resolution elements (as demonstrated in
Figure 4). Third Row: These resolution elements are plotted in a phase
diagram similar to Figure 5. The low-resolution simulation only probes a
single, average density and temperature value, whereas the high-resolution
simulation samples a distribution of many values. Red and green circles
represent the red and green lines from our cooling models in Figure 10.
Bottom Row: After 200 Myr, the red circle shows no appreciable cooling,
whereas the slightly denser, cooler material in the high-resolution simulation
efficiently cools and precipitates following the green dashed line to form a
pile up of dense, cool material as in Figure 6.
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Figure 12. Example of Mechanism A in action as cool gas condenses out of
an inflowing filament in EHR simulation but not in traditional AMR simu-
lation. Top Row: H I column density projections of TEMPEST simulations
at z = 0.7 centered on an inflowing cool filament 55 kpc away from host
galaxy (seen in lower right). Dotted white circle represents a 30-kpc-wide
sphere sampling the filament’s gas for the phase diagram on the Bottom
Row. The finger-like LLS in the center-right part of the dotted white cir-
cle spontaneously cooled out of the inflowing filament. The phase diagram
reveals that this cloud is an order of magnitude cooler and denser than the
corresponding gas in the AMR simulation, following the isobaric cooling
path in Figure 11. Mechanism A is active in the EHR TEMPEST simulations,
primarily observed in stable, cool, dense structures like inflowing filaments.
A movie of the time-evolution of this plot can be found online1.

Readers are encouraged to watch the full time evolution of
this filament as a movie1.

4.2. Mechanism B:
EHR Prevents Artificial Mixing of Cool Gas

Computational hydrodynamics simulations work by dis-
cretizing the continuous spatial distribution of fluid into dis-
tinct resolution elements. This process functions well when
the size of the resolution elements is small relative to the
natural size of fluid structures, but when fluid structures are
poorly resolved, numerical artifacts arise. In general, Eule-
rian (i.e., grid-based) codes like the one used for the TEM-
PEST simulations tend to be overly diffusive on small reso-
lution scales, washing out structures near the resolution limit
through excessive mixing with surrounding fluid elements.
In contrast, Lagrangian (i.e., particle-based) codes generally
under-predict the amount of fluid mixing occurring on small
scales, locking material into artificially segregated clouds at
the resolution scale (e.g. Agertz et al. 2007). Either way, un-
physical effects begin to occur at scales near the resolution
limit of the simulation.

Figure 13 illustrates this effect for a grid-based represen-
tation of a cool cloud entrained in hot halo gas. The top
panel represents how, in reality, a cool cloud slowly evap-
orates through its warm interface with the surrounding hot

1 Full filament movie available at: http://chummels.org/tempest
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Figure 13. Schematic of how EHR prevents cool gas from evaporating. Top
Panel: Cartoon of cool gas residing in a hot halo with a thin warm interface
between the two. Bottom Panels: Low- and high-resolution grids approxi-
mate this cloud with mixing along its boundary proportional to the grid scale.
Poorly-resolved clouds artificially mix with the surrounding medium on
shorter timescales, whereas well-resolved cool clouds are preserved longer
as they would be in reality. The result is more cool gas in EHR simulations
correctly reproducing the behavior of the TEMPEST simulations in Figure 6.

medium due to thermal conduction processes (conduction is
excluded from our simulations for simplicity). The bottom
row shows the grid-based representation of this scenario for
both low- and high-resolution cases. The grid cells border-
ing along the edge of the cloud contain both cool and hot
gas, mixing to form a warm interface. In the low resolution-
model, the volume of these edge cells is overestimated and
occupies a substantial fraction of the total volume of the cool
gas cloud. This poorly-resolved cloud will quickly evaporate
into the hot medium through numerical diffusion and artifi-
cial mixing promoted by its overly large warm interface. The
high-resolution case operates at 8x finer spatial resolution,
similar to the enhancement due to EHR in the TEMPEST sim-
ulations. The smaller grid cells in the high-resolution model
more accurately approximate the cloud boundary leading to
a longer-lived cool cloud. We note that this effect will occur
for any geometry of cloud to some degree, including fila-
ments and sheets.

We numerically demonstrate this mechanism in Figure 14
with simple 2D ENZO simulations of a cool cloud in pres-
sure equilibrium with a hot halo globally advecting across
a fixed grid with periodic boundary conditions (described as
the square advection test in Hopkins 2015). The central cloud
is cool (T = 104 K) and dense (ρ = 10−26 g cm−3) rela-
tive to its hot (T = 106 K) and low-density (ρ = 10−28 g
cm−3) surroundings. We set the size of the cloud to be 4 kpc
across, a size only marginally observed for H I-clouds in our

http://chummels.org/tempest
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Figure 14. Hydrostatic square advection test demonstrating the diffusive
nature of underresolved cool clouds and their rapid depletion of H I. Top
Panel: Our initial conditions place a 4-kpc-wide cool (T = 104K), dense (ρ
= 10−26 g cm−3) cloud in pressure equilibrium with a hot (T = 106K), low-
density (ρ = 10−28 g cm−3) medium, with all fluid moving at constant ve-
locity (vx = 150 km/s) similar to cool filament inflow velocities in TEMPEST
simulations. After one domain-crossing time, 260 Myr, we show (Middle
Row) temperature and (Bottom Row) H I density slices for a (Left) low-
resolution simulation initially resolved by 3 1.33 kpc cells, and (Right) high-
resolution simulation with 8x higher spatial resolution. The low-resolution
cool clouds mix quickly with their surroundings through numerical diffu-
sion, which helps to explain the behavior of EHR preserving cool gas and
H I content in the halo similar to what is shown in our schematic Figure 13.

AMR simulations but seen in abundance for our EHR runs
(see Section 3.4). The global velocity of the simulations was
set to 150 km/s, the characteristic velocity of cool filamen-
tary inflows in the TEMPEST simulations. This scenario is
simulated in low resolution, using coarse grid cells (1.3 kpc)
consistent with our TEMPEST AMR simulations (i.e., 2 phys-
ical kpc), and at high resolution, using 8x smaller grid cells
(166 pc), similar to the resolutions reached in our simulations
employing EHR (i.e., 250 physical pc).

In reality, such a system should evolve very little over time
as it moves across the simulation domain. However, we ob-
serve distinctly different behavior in the low-resolution and
high-resolution cases. We evolve the system for 260 Myr in
which the cloud crosses the 40-kpc wide domain (roughly
half the freefall time and virial radius of the TEMPEST halo).
The low-resolution cloud exhibits substantial mixing with
the ambient medium, whereas little evolution has occurred
in the high-resolution model. These effects are illustrated in

the middle and lower rows of Figure 14 in temperature and
H I-density slices, respectively, showing similarities with our
schematic in Figure 13. The total remaining H I mass is a fac-
tor of ten less in the low-resolution case, demonstrating how
underresolved clouds quickly evaporate their H I. This mech-
anism properly explains the change in the thermal balance of
the CGM in Figure 6, such that simulations employing EHR
preserve cool, dense gas instead of spuriously converting it
to a warm, hot phase through artificial mixing.

Analytic estimates exist parameterizing the timescale over
which this numerical diffusion washes out structure τdiff .
For a cloud with length lcloud moving at velocity v across
a fixed grid with spatial resolution ∆x, the cloud is resolved
by ncells = lcloud/∆x resolution elements and travels at a
normalized velocity vnorm = v/lcloud. Its propensity to mix
with its surroundings is defined by its numerical diffusivity
κ ∝ v∆x with a diffusion timescale τdiff ∼ l2cloud/κ (Toro
2013). These calculations indicate coherent clouds will be
artificially mixed on shorter timescales when they are poorly
resolved and moving quickly: τdiff ∝ ncells/vnorm. The ana-
lytic estimates derived here are consistent with the observed
behavior for poorly-resolved clouds in the low-resolution
advection simulations and TEMPEST AMR simulations to
quickly evaporate into the hot halo.

Artificial mixing of cool gas clouds will be further exag-
gerated by other effects beyond simple numerical diffusion.
Fluid instabilities (e.g., Kelvin-Helmholtz, Rayleigh-Taylor)
will amplify resolution effects of artificial mixing beyond
the simple diffusion arguments presented here, only making
the resolution problems worse in the realistic environment
of a cosmological simulation. Additionally, hydrodynam-
ics codes utilizing lower-order discretization schemes (i.e.,
piecewise linear reconstruction; PLM) will suffer from in-
creased numerical diffusion. In this respect, our use of the
higher-order piecewise parabolic method (PPM) of spatial
reconstruction in ENZO partially mitigates these numerical
diffusion effects.

Two effects contribute to cool gas clouds being forced to
smaller scales. One, as cool gas flows enter the galactic halo
from external sources including filaments and satellite galax-
ies, the increased pressure in the interior of the galactic halo
will compress the cool gas to smaller, more poorly-resolved
scales. Two, as EHR increases the spatial resolution of the
halo gas, it not only decreases its numerical diffusion, but it
also lowers the numerical viscosity of the gas. The result is
gas with an increased Reynolds number that is more prone
to turbulence and fragmentation, which may explain the cas-
cade observed in the TEMPEST simulations to progressively
smaller cloud sizes with resolution.

Lastly, we confirm that this proposed mechanism for how
EHR prevents cool gas from being transferred to a warm
phase is actually operating in the TEMPEST simulations. In
Section 3.4 we demonstrated that as the TEMPEST simula-
tions progressively resolved smaller scales in the halo, there
was an increase in coherent cool clouds existing on smaller
scales. The median H I cloud size for each simulation was
systematically found to be ∼5 cells in its smallest dimen-
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sion and ∼10 cells in its longest dimension, regardless of
the absolute spatial scale of the simulation. This is consis-
tent with the idea that the thermally unstable gas in the halo
is “shattering” (McCourt et al. 2018) to the smallest scales
possible in the simulation. The smaller cloud sizes found in
the TEMPEST simulations employing EHR are evidence that
this mechanism is occurring and preserving cool, dense gas
against artificial evaporation, reproducing the behavior found
in Figure 6.

5. Discussion: Comparisons, Caveats, and Convergence
5.1. Sources of Cool CGM in the TEMPEST Simulations

There are four primary sources for cool gas in a galac-
tic halo: (1) filamentary inflows of low-metallicity gas from
the IGM; (2) the ISM of accreting satellite galaxies; (3)
cool clouds entrained or created in supernova-driven outflows
from the disk of the galaxy; and (4) cool gas precipitating
out of the halo gas. Here, we discuss the relative strength of
each source in the context of the TEMPEST simulations. The
mechanisms injecting these cool gas sources are all occurring
simultaneously in a cosmological simulation, so it can be dif-
ficult to identify which ones are active. However, animations
of the time evolution of these systems can help provide assis-
tance in interpreting what is happening2.

Upon visually inspecting the TEMPEST simulation movies,
we observe that the bulk of the cool gas in the halo arises
from external sources, as cool filamentary inflows from the
IGM and as stripped ISM of merging galaxies. Both of
these cool gas sources are enhanced through EHR. Fila-
ments become narrower as they enter the inner galaxy, com-
pressed by pressure, and allowed to efficiently cool with
EHR as demonstrated in Figure 12. Alternatively, as ac-
creting galaxies undergo tidal disruption, they fling their
cool ISM into extended tidal features, which quickly evap-
orate in the coarsely-resolved AMR simulation, but frag-
ment, cool, and survive in the higher-resolution EHR sim-
ulations. Consequently, the largest differences between the
cool gas CGM content in low- and high-resolution simula-
tions typically occur in the period following a merger with
another galaxy. This may help explain why van de Voort
et al. (2018) find such a large increase in CGM H I content
in their high-resolution simulations, because they analyze a
snapshot when a major merger is occurring.

In the TEMPEST simulations, we witness a few instances
of supernova-driven winds ejecting cool gas into the halo
following large star formation events, but these are a sub-
dominant effect relative to external cool gas feeding. The
stellar feedback prescription we used in the TEMPEST simu-
lations is a simple model for injecting thermal energy into the
cells immediately surrounding a supernova. Such a model
has been demonstrated to be relatively ineffective at gener-
ating outflows, so it illustrates the efficacy of EHR in that
it creates cool gas outflows in these simulations at all. Other
simulation suites that include more sophisticated stellar feed-
back models will likely increase the total cool gas content in

2 Movie of galactic H I evolution is at: http://chummels.org/tempest

the CGM due to supernova-driven winds (e.g., Suresh et al.
2018).

EHR enhances precipitation, but in the TEMPEST simu-
lations we primarily observe it happening only in already
slightly overdense cool structures like filaments and with
moderate increases in the cool gas content of the halo. To
date, studies of cool gas precipitation out of the galactic halo
have largely been confined to idealized simulations lacking
a cosmological context, where large quantities of cool gas
spontaneously condense in the halo medium as it undergoes
runaway cooling (Meece et al. 2015; Li et al. 2015; Voit
et al. 2017). Our work here is among the first to observe
precipitation occurring in cosmological simulations, primar-
ily aided by its high-resolution in the halo. However, our
finding that precipitation preferentially occurs in filaments
is somewhat in tension with the idealized simulations in-
dicating more widespread precipitation throughout the low-
density halo (e.g., Silvia et al., in prep).

This apparent tension in the location and degree to which
precipitation occurs in idealized galaxy simulations and cos-
mological galaxy simulations may be eased by considering
the effects of numerical diffusion. Firstly, recall from our an-
alytic estimates for the diffusion timescale that τdiff ∝ v−1

norm,
indicating that structures moving faster relative to the sim-
ulation reference frame (i.e., the hydrodynamical grid) will
evaporate more quickly due to numerical diffusion. Idealized
simulations affix a galaxy at the center of the simulation do-
main, minimizing any motion of gas relative to the grid. Con-
versely, cosmological simulations like the TEMPEST simula-
tions follow the evolution of a galaxy as it moves through its
environment, being bombarded by rapidly-moving gas flows
from nearby galaxies and external filaments. By allowing
the galaxy to move relative to the fixed hydrodynamical grid,
cosmological simulations intrinsically amplify the artificial
effects of numerical diffusion above those in idealized simu-
lations. As described in this paper, increasing the effects of
numerical diffusion will more efficiently mix slightly over-
dense, metal-rich, or cool gas structures, effectively remov-
ing the seeds necessary for runaway cooling that manifest as
precipitation throughout the halo. Resolution helps to sup-
press these diffusive effects, but even at the highest level of
EHR in the TEMPEST simulations, the only seeds preserved
as precipitation sites are in coherent overdensities like fila-
mentary flows and accreting galaxies.

Thus, it seems reasonable to conclude that with higher res-
olution or higher-order reconstruction methods that more ef-
fectively suppress numerical diffusion, cosmological simu-
lations will produce even more widespread precipitation of
cool gas out of the galactic halo, consistent with idealized
simulations. Furthermore, the additional inclusion of more
sophisticated stellar feedback models coupled with EHR,
will launch more cool, metal-enriched gas into the halo as
sites for runaway cooling. For these reasons, we predict that
future simulations will observe precipitation to be an increas-
ingly important contributor to the cool gas content of the
CGM beyond its moderate effects in the TEMPEST simula-
tions.

http://chummels.org/tempest
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5.2. Comparison with Similar Studies

There are three other concurrent studies using varying im-
plementations of EHR: van de Voort et al. (2018), Peeples
et al. (2018), Suresh et al. (2018), which we explore here. van
de Voort et al. (2018) use the AREPO moving-mesh hydrody-
namics code (Springel 2010) to generate cosmological zoom
simulations using initial conditions from the AURIGA project
(Grand et al. 2017) following a Milky-Way Mass galaxy
down to z = 0. In addition to the standard moving-mesh
treatment of hydrodynamics of these simulations, they de-
velop a method enforcing resolution to a fixed spatial scale in
the galactic halo. Periodically, they run a halo-finder, inject-
ing a “dye” scalar field into the halos withmhalo > 108.7M�,
which is advected with the fluid and used to identify regions
of additional refinement. In regions where the dye is > 90%
its original value, a spatial scale is enforced. They test halo
spatial scales of 2 and 1 physical kpc for their target halo and
the halos of merging satellites. In comparison, the TEMPEST
simulations investigate 2, 1, and 0.5 physical kpc spatial reso-
lution out and beyond r200, reaching better spatial resolution
out to larger distances around the target galaxy. We study the
effects at z = 1 while they analyze results at z = 0.

Like the TEMPEST simulations, van de Voort et al. (2018)
find that increased spatial resolution does not affect the bulk
properties of the galaxy, and that it increases the neutral hy-
drogen column densities. In apparent conflict with our find-
ings, they show that H I mass in the CGM does not increase
with resolution, and they observe a more pronounced in-
crease in median H I column density of over a dex throughout
much of the halo, whereas we only see an increase of about
a factor of two. On closer inspection, their galaxy is under-
going a major merger at z = 0, the time of their analysis.
This explains why their CGM H I mass doesn’t appear to
change much with resolution, because the ISM of the merg-
ing galaxy dominates the H I budget in the target halo and
does not change with resolution. Furthermore, as discussed
above, we see the greatest effects from EHR at periods during
and following mergers. Tidally-disrupted gas from the merg-
ing halo is dispersed into the halo and quickly evaporated
in the low-resolution case but preserved for high-resolution
simulations. It is possible that the factor of∼5 increase in H I
column densities they observe relative to the TEMPEST simu-
lations is explained by the major merger occurring at z = 0 in
their runs. However, it is also possible that their more sophis-
ticated stellar feedback model more efficiently produces cool
gas winds from the interior of the galaxy, which are then pre-
served through the EHR mechanisms described herein. Fun-
damentally, the TEMPEST simulations and the work of van
de Voort et al. (2018) are generally consistent and confirm
that the effects of EHR are not just artifacts of one numerical
method.

The FOGGIE simulations (Peeples et al. 2018) employ a
similar technique to our own, using the same ENZO simula-
tion code (Bryan et al. 2014) and our TEMPEST initial con-
ditions to follow the evolution of the same L* galaxy. They
focus their analysis at z = 2, whereas this study examines

effects at z ∼ 1. We both achieve the same spatial resolution
of 500 comoving pc out to 100 comoving kpc away from
the galaxy; however, they do not employ the nested refine-
ment region technique of EHR, instead having a discontinu-
ous jump at their refinement box boundary of over an order
of magnitude in spatial scales, which may lead to numeri-
cal artifacts. We largely analyze different effects of EHR on
the behavior of the CGM gas. While we focus on the ther-
mal balance of the gas and its change in low ion and high
ion abundances, they concentrate on the kinematics of ionic
absorbers and the impact of EHR on spectral absorption fea-
tures (Peeples et al. 2018) and emission predictions (Corlies
et al. 2018). They do note a moderate increase in the column
density of H I absorbers at z = 2 in their high-resolution
run, generally consistent with our findings at z = 1 but they
find less of an effect than we do. Since our model included
enhanced resolution for a period lasting over twice as long
as theirs did and over a larger region around the galaxy, it
may explain the enhanced effects of EHR on our simulated
galaxy.

Like van de Voort et al. (2018), Suresh et al. (2018) use
the AREPO moving mesh code to simulate the evolution of a
massive galaxy with a focus on spatially resolving its CGM.
Suresh et al. (2018) employ a super-lagrangian refinement
scheme similar in effects to Enhanced Halo Resolution. This
“CGM zoom” refinement technique assigns an effective mass
resolution throughout the CGM of 2000 M�, which yields a
median spatial resolution of 95 physical parsecs at z = 2,
about two times higher than the TEMPEST simulations. They
focus their analysis on a mvir∼1012 M� galaxy at z = 2, a
more massive system than the target of the TEMPEST simula-
tions. Suresh et al. (2018) use the stellar feedback wind pre-
scription that is employed in the ILLUSTRIS simulations (Vo-
gelsberger et al. 2013), a sophisticated model that is in part
designed to launch cool gas in outflows. Despite their im-
pressive resolution, they do not find significant effects from
their enhanced halo resolution. They find only minor changes
between their low- and high- resolution simulations for H I
covering fractions, and radial profiles of Mg II column densi-
ties and different phases of CGM gas. Our studies are in ten-
sion, but it may be explained as a product of their feedback
prescription effectively ejecting cool gas into the halo at even
their “low” resolution runs. As an alternative explanation, the
high mass of their target galaxy has a hotter virial tempera-
ture leading to less thermally unstable gas in the halo, thereby
suppressing the precipitation effects of EHR for physical rea-
sons.

5.3. Caveats To This Study

There are a number of limitations to the EHR technique
and to the TEMPEST simulations, but we believe that our con-
clusions are robust despite these caveats. Here we enumerate
each of these caveats and discuss their impact on our find-
ings.

This is a simulation of a single halo. Our results appear
promising, but with a single simulated halo, there will al-
ways be questions about the veracity of one’s findings. We
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have made every effort to measure the conditions in these
simulations over a range of snapshots and from different pro-
jection angles to wash out any temporal or spatial artifacts
specific to this simulation. It is absolutely imperative to test
the techniques and the conclusions we have reached in this
study with multiple halos and simulation codes, and our fu-
ture work includes this. Notably, many of the results here
are borne out by other groups using similar techniques at dif-
ferent redshifts (e.g., van de Voort et al. 2018; Peeples et al.
2018) suggesting our results are robust.

The neutral hydrogen content for the TEMPEST simulations
with EHR still falls short of observational constraints. The
EHR technique described in this paper attempts to address
a current failure of traditional simulations used to model the
CGM, but we make no claims that this is the only effect re-
sponsible for an underabundance of cool gas modeled in sim-
ulated galactic halos. There are many other avenues for po-
tentially increasing the cool gas content of the CGM, such as
including B-fields (Ji et al. 2018), cosmic rays (Salem et al.
2016; Butsky & Quinn 2018), or more sophisticated feedback
techniques. Alternatively, it may simply be that we have not
achieved high enough spatial resolutions since our behavior
has not yet converged. Future generations of the TEMPEST
simulations will investigate the combined role of additional
physics with resolution in the halo in modifying the proper-
ties of the CGM.

The TEMPEST simulations use overly simplistic physics.
We chose to use relatively simple physics for this first-
generation of TEMPEST simulations to isolate and investi-
gate the effects of spatial resolution in the halo. Specifically,
the stellar feedback prescription is a thermal-only model,
depositing supernovae energy as thermal energy distributed
over the 3x3x3 cells centered on the young stellar particle.
It has been shown in numerous studies that such a simple
thermal-only feedback prescription is unable to reproduce all
the observational characteristics of galaxies (e.g., Steinmetz
& Navarro 1999; Hummels & Bryan 2012). Furthermore,
these simulations do not include effects of self-shielding
(e.g., Rahmati et al. 2013) on the treatment of gas ioniza-
tion states and cooling, though hydrogen and helium ions are
followed in their full non-equilibrium evolution. However,
despite the lack of more realistic stellar feedback and cool-
ing, the TEMPEST simulations still demonstrate the trend of
increasing CGM cool gas content with EHR, and it is likely
that the inclusion of both of these effects will only amplify
the resulting cool gas and low ion content.

EHR was activated late in the evolution of the galaxy. We
use traditional AMR to dictate the refinement structure
in the simulation up to z = 3 before activating EHR to
enforce a finer resolution throughout the halo. While it is
beneficial to turn on EHR as early as possible in the evo-
lution of a galaxy, the timescale over which EHR starts
to take effect is defined by the cooling time of the gas,
which at high-z is a few hundred Myr. Thus, the conclu-
sions drawn from the Tempest simulations at z∼1 should
remain valid when activating EHR at z=3.

The TEMPEST results are dependent on the UV back-
ground. While changes in the UV background will in-
fluence the amount of photoionizing radiation present
and thus the resulting fraction of various ions present in
the halo, we believe our results are robust to any such
changes. We have investigated how much our O VI
column densities change with UV background model by
repeating our analysis with a modified UV background
(Haardt & Madau 2005). We obtain nearly identical re-
sults (±5%), indicating that our conclusions are stable
against UV background changes.

5.4. Qualitative Trends and Predictions for a Misty CGM

The primary result of this study is that increasing the spa-
tial resolution in the galactic halo improves the modeling of
the halo gas and produces a number of physical and observ-
able changes in the CGM. We find no evidence for conver-
gence in these CGM properties based on the TEMPEST sim-
ulations. But we can make predictions about the true nature
of the CGM based on the trends we observe with Enhanced
Halo Resolution.

By resolving progressively smaller scales in cosmological
simulations of the CGM, we demonstrate a shift in its ther-
mal balance, enhancing cool gas content at the expense of
warm gas. This cool gas is found in an increasing number
of small, low-mass clouds at the resolution scale of the sim-
ulation, able to survive as coherent structures for progres-
sively longer periods before evaporating into the surround-
ing hot halo. The primary prediction for the scale at which
these cool gas clouds finally stop their fragmentation is the
“shattering” sub-parsec lengthscale (McCourt et al. 2018).
Thus, the trends found in this study are consistent with a
misty circumgalactic medium, one composed of ubiquitous
sub-parsec cool cloudlets entrained in a hot halo much like
a terrestrial fog (e.g., Liang & Remming 2018). Observa-
tionally, the enhanced cool gas content boosts the H I and
low ion content of the CGM, relieving the current tension
between simulations and observations, but it leads to a drop
in high ion content somewhat at odds with current observa-
tional constraints. As previously mentioned, additional phys-
ical effects ignored in these simulations (e.g., AGN feedback,
cosmic rays) may alleviate this tension.

The source of the cool gas in the TEMPEST simulations
is primarily external due to IGM accretion and the ISM of
merging galaxies, but there is reason to believe that with
more realistic stellar feedback and even higher resolution,
the amount of cool gas contributed from internal sources
like galactic outflows and thermal precipitation will increase.
Thus, we predict that all four sources remain viable for con-
tributing to the true cool gas content of the galactic halo.

Additional simulations using other codes, more physics,
and higher resolution will be necessary to confirm the trends
we propose here. However, the method of EHR is compu-
tationally intensive, and it will be increasingly challenging
to extend this prescription to sub-parsec scales using cur-
rent simulation technologies. There is promising work being
performed using the GPU-optimized hydro code CHOLLA
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(Schneider & Robertson 2015) to self-consistently model
spatial scales of 5 pc out to galactic radii of 10 kpc (Schnei-
der & Robertson 2018) (1010 resolution elements) using the
entirety of the Department of Energy’s Titan supercomputer.
This state-of-the-art effort is approaching our current compu-
tational limits. A quick calculation shows that to tile 1-parsec
resolution elements filling an L* galactic halo (rvir ∼ 250
kpc) requires 1017 resolution elements. Barring any signif-
icant algorithmic improvements, Moore’s Law suggests that
we need∼35 years before computers will be efficient enough
to perform this sort of simulation at “shattering” resolution
scales. Therefore, alternative approaches for modeling the
small-scale behavior of the CGM at extremely high resolu-
tions will potentially turn to subgrid models to represent un-
resolved gas dynamics and composition.

5.5. EHR for Particle-Based Codes

Our description of EHR is predicated on the use of a grid-
based simulation code (e.g., ENZO, ART, RAMSES, ATHENA)
because our use of discrete regions to force a minimum spa-
tial resolution is intrinsically tied to an Eulerian implemen-
tation of hydrodynamics. This description is limiting be-
cause there are a number of additional codes used to simulate
galaxy evolution employing other methods, namely particle-
based methods like smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH).

Because they are a fundamentally different manner of rep-
resenting fluids, Lagrangian codes (i.e., particle-based) have
a different set of limitations than grid-based codes. When
cloud sizes approach the resolution scale in an Eulerian code,
the simulation tends to overestimate the mixing of that cloud
with its surroundings, whereas Lagrangian codes generally
suppress fluid mixing, resulting in a numerically-induced
surface tension and the artificial preservation of small struc-
tures (e.g. Agertz et al. 2007). Thus, the simulations still
break down at small resolution scales but in a different way,
so they could still benefit from a technique like EHR.

However, generalizing our method of EHR to work with
a particle-based code is challenging, because of how spatial
resolution is calculated in a Lagrangian representation of hy-
drodynamics. The spatial resolution in a particle-based code
is tied to the gas smoothing length, directly related to the
particle density. Thus, to force additional spatial resolution
in the halo of a particle-based simulation, one must increase
the particle density in the low-density halo, potentially by
particle-splitting methods to break particles into more nu-
merous, lower-mass particles in the halo (e.g., Kitsionas &
Whitworth 2002). Unless confined, these low-mass parti-
cles will drift into regions in the simulation (e.g., the disk)
where more massive particles are present. Particles of differ-
ent masses interacting gravitationally can lead to unphysical
effects like numerical scattering as the system seeks energy
equilibrium and increases the velocity of low-mass particles.

Therefore, the prospect of implementing EHR for a
particle-based simulation code is a great challenge requir-
ing diligent bookkeeping to assure different regions of the
simulation only contain particles of a single mass through
particle splitting and merging methods.

6. Conclusions
Our results can be summarized as:

1. We describe Enhanced Halo Resolution, a novel tech-
nique for improving the hydrodynamical modeling of
the galactic halo. In general, EHR is any technique
for maintaining a base-level resolution in a region cen-
tered on the galaxy and extending out into the galactic
halo and beyond. In our implementation, EHR em-
ploys a series of nested regions to assure that resolution
elements never drop below a specified fixed physical
scale throughout the redshift evolution of the simula-
tion. EHR can be combined with traditional AMR to
allow additional density-based refinement on dense gas
structures beyond the base-level resolution provided
by EHR.

2. We introduce the TEMPEST simulations, a set of grid-
based cosmological hydrodynamics zoom simulations
that achieve the highest in situ spatial resolution for
the CGM to date (500 comoving pc spatial resolu-
tion for rgal <100 comoving kpc) at z < 2. They
achieve this unprecedented resolution through use of
the EHR technique combined with standard density-
based AMR. The resulting simulated galaxy halos pro-
vide a test bed for demonstrating the effects of EHR
and making increasingly accurate models of the CGM.

3. We demonstrate with the TEMPEST simulations how
EHR changes the CGM by (1) more continuously and
more correctly sampling the various properties of the
CGM (e.g., density, temperature, metallicity); (2) in-
creases its cool gas content and observed column den-
sities of low ions (e.g., H I); (3) slightly reduces CGM
warm gas content and corresponding column densities
of the high ions (e.g., O VI) probing that gas; and
(4) progressively decreases the size and mass of H I-
bearing clouds to the resolution scale of the simula-
tion. Notably, through these effects, EHR provides a
means of breaking the longstanding problem of simu-
lations underpredicting the observed low ion covering
fractions and column densities of the CGM.

4. We suggest two mechanisms for explaining why EHR
produces the observed effects on the CGM: (1) In-
creased spatial resolution more accurately samples gas
properties, including its extremes in density, tempera-
ture, and metallicity where the cooling rate is substan-
tially higher. These extremes act as seed sites for run-
away cooling and precipitation of cool gas out of the
warm/hot CGM. (2) Additional resolution minimizes
numerical diffusion on poorly resolved structures, thus
preventing extant cool gas sources from evaporating
due to unphysical mixing with the surrounding hot
medium. We confirm that both mechanisms are oc-
curring in the TEMPEST simulations and provide ani-
mations illustrating these effects.
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5. We enumerate the various sources for cool gas content
in the CGM including: (1) filamentary inflows of pris-
tine gas from the IGM; (2) the ISM of accreting galax-
ies; (3) supernova-driven outflows from the galaxy it-
self; and (4) precipitation from the ambient hot halo.
We describe how the two mechanisms of EHR can en-
hance any of these sources of cool gas, but the TEM-
PEST simulations are dominated by external sources (1
& 2) likely due to ineffective thermal supernova feed-
back. Concurrent studies employing other EHR im-
plementations show enhanced cool gas content (van de
Voort et al. 2018) from winds (Suresh et al. 2018) prob-
ably due to EHR additionally enhancing cool gas ex-
pelled as outflows driven by more effective supernova
feedback prescriptions.

6. Using analytic estimates of the diffusion timescale, we
offer up an explanation for why cosmological simula-
tions suppress the development of precipitation beyond
idealized galaxy simulations. In traditional cosmolog-
ical simulations, both the coarse resolution as well as
the galaxy’s motion relative to its hydrodynamic grid,
amplify its numerical diffusivity, evaporating most of
the seed structures necessary for the growth of run-
away cooling. In the TEMPEST simulations including
EHR, we address the coarse resolution aspect, enabling
precipitation to occur in already coherent overdense
structures like filamentary inflows. We predict that as
resolution continues to improve, simulations will find
evidence for increased levels of precipitation through-
out the rest of the halo. This effect will be further am-
plified by the inclusion of more sophisticated feedback
models that more efficiently drive cool, metal-enriched
gas into the halo to act as seeds for precipitation.

7. We find no convergence in the effects of EHR on the
CGM, so we extrapolate on the trends of increasing
resolution to make qualitative predictions on the na-
ture of the CGM in reality (i.e., at infinitely-high reso-
lution).

We predict that the CGM is a mist, consisting of a large
number of small (sub-pc), low-mass (sub-M�), long-
lived, cool (T ∼ 104K) cloudlets entrained in a hot
medium at the virial temperature of the galactic halo,
arising from a number of different sources both inter-
nally and externally. We further predict that because of
computational challenges, future efforts to reach con-
vergent behavior for the CGM will increasingly rely
upon subgrid models to represent the dynamics and
composition of halo gas on sub-parsec scales.
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